Technical Bulletin

Convention on Conversions

The latest technical bulletin is centred around conversions,

and the upcoming changes to the convention on conversions. We will also feature some
information already sent out regarding the register changes of the past few weeks.
We had actually prepared a technical bulletin on the existing conversion convention,
however at the same time we were making representations at the cross scheme meetings
for change on the ruling, due to the fact the rule penalised old dwellings which had been
converted – they were never going to reach the required rating to rent out, even when most
of these dwellings were more than efficient enough.
The new convention is going to be released on the 27th October and will actually be split into
two conventions from now on. These will read as below:
Convention 3.05a – Age bands for conversions of heated buildings
After applying Convention 1.01, for a conversion of a building originally intended to be
heated (e.g. a non-domestic building converted into a house or flats, for example a school, a
hotel, a community hall or other) or where a dwelling has been sub-divided (e.g. larger
house converted to flats) always use the original construction date, and specify upgraded
elements only where documentary or visual evidence is available.
See Convention 9.02 for acceptable documentary evidence.

Convention 3.05b – Age band for conversions of unheated buildings
After applying Convention 1.01, for a conversion of an unheated building (e.g. barn, farm
building, warehouse, mill building, train station, workshop and similar) use the conversion
date as the date of construction, based on the documentary evidence, e.g. the date of
building control sign off or the date and details of installed insulation (if available) on the
Local authority Planning Portal (England and Wales), relevant local authority Building
Standards Register (Scotland) or relevant District Council Building Control (Northern
Ireland).
Specify details of elements upgraded after the date of conversion only where
documentary or visual evidence is available.
See Convention 9.02 for acceptable documentary evidence.

We will go through convention 3.05a firstly. If the property being assessed meets the
requirements of this convention, then you will be entering the original construction date of
the building for this one. This is because the building was originally built with the intention
that it would be heated – so fitted for occupation – whether this be for living or
working/learning/playing. So when a building like this is converted, it more than likely already
has insulation installed at the time of build. This wouldn’t be upgraded upon conversion (if it
was, you would specify the upgraded elements using documentary or visual evidence) and
therefore entering the conversion date would be overstating the insulation present.
Convention 3.05b is next – and if the assessed property meets these requirements, then it is
going to be aged as the date of conversion. This is because these types of building were not
originally built as habitable buildings – meaning it wouldn’t have been insulated at all.
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So, when these types of buildings are converted, the full works needs to be carried out –
insulation, heating and water heating installations etc. This means that to be able to be
signed off, they most definitely have to have further works to insulate the dwelling, meaning
that the conversion date can be used to age these dwellings – to show the upgraded
insulation levels present.
This is where the bone of contention was in the previous convention – that it penalised these
dwellings even though they had been upgraded to the relevant building regulations of the
time.

Register Changes
As you should be aware, the register changed over on the 20th September from Landmark to
a new Government hosted website - https://find-energycertificate.digital.communities.gov.uk/.
The main things to take away from the changes are:


England, Wales and Northern Ireland EPCs are now hosted on the same register



Domestic and Non Domestic lodgements are now in the same place.



A new website to get lodgements from



No official draft EPC anymore



No PDFs of EPCs exist anymore

If you are using an old version of the software, then the address database is pointing
towards the old one – meaning the UPRN will be in the incorrect format and therefore will not
lodge.
For Silverlight software (members area desktop software) ensure you are using 2.1.0.6 rev 9
For the app store versions (Microsoft, Android and iOS) ensure you are using 3.0.32
You can check your version number at the top left hand corner of the software. Instruction
manuals have been produced and updated on the members area for installation instructions.
The address function is mostly the same – see below:

You still select country, then you get to the screen above, and type the postcode in. It is
important that the first part of the postcode is separated from the second part by a space.
You will then get the usual drop down list, and you can select the address as per usual – see
below:
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Two things to note here – the addresses are from a different database from before. So the
addresses here mostly seem to be capitalised, and follow a different format. You will also
notice that some of the addresses are very unusual – for instance the top address in the list.
Furthermore, some addresses on the list will simply be far too long for entry into the
software, and for this and any other addresses not present on the drop down menu, you will
have to select Manual Address.
The manual address screenshot is below. You will note that this screen mirrors the old ‘Add
Address’ button on the previous version of the software, where you would fill this in and send
the address off for verification to Landmark. Now, you follow the exact same rules – but this
time the address is added immediately for use – no verification takes place now.

Therefore, it is extremely important that the correct address is entered in these fields, as if
you enter the wrong one – it will appear wrong on the full EPC. There is no checking facility
anymore, so the address will appear to the exact character entered in these fields on the
EPC.
The register now shows UPRNs in a different format to what you are used to. They will now
start with UPRN-.
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Lodgement changes
The lodgement section remains largely the same, however when you view draft EPC now –
the register does not send through a draft EPC for viewing anymore. We have created as
close to a draft as is possible – so you can look through the information – but this will not
represent the final report, and it will not be able to be saved as per the old draft facility.
When you have lodged the certificate, you can not download it anymore unfortunately. The
only method of viewing the EPC is by following the link which pops up when you lodge, by
right clicking (swiping on devices) in view surveys on the lodged EPC to follow the link, or by
accessing the register directly to search by RRN or by searching by address.

Important
Anything lodged before the 9th June – new website
Anything lodged between 9th June and 19th September – old website
Anything lodged after 20th September – new website.

If you go on the old register whilst looking for an EPC lodged on the new register, you will
see the old report (if applicable) for that address – but not the new EPC.
It is important that you take the time to explain to your clients that the registers have
changed over and that they should be looking at a new website for the post 20th September
EPCs. Your clients may still want a PDF version of the EPC – something which isn’t possible
anymore unfortunately. We have built in on the review section of the software, the energy
rating graph, which has had positive feedback from the estate agent sector. You can save
this directly from the software, and send onto your clients – the button is below in the
software.
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Register
It is important when you do access the new register, you take the time to read the options
before clicking links. One of the most common calls we have taken is people clicking the
links below:

It quite clearly states here that these links are for EPCs issued between 9 June 2020 and 19
September 2020. It has the exclamation icon next to it, and is written in bold. If your EPC is
not from within these timescales, you simply should not be clicking the links. You should be
scrolling down to the fields below where you have the following options:

As you can see, you can search by property postcode, by street name and town, or by
certificate number – as you could on the old register.
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Scottish Register
This underwent some downtime between the dates of 8th and 12th October. This is less
disruption, the register remains on the same website – this work is server based.
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